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TACUGAMA COMMUNITY CENTERED CONSERVATION AND
ECOTOURISM PROGRAMME : PUJEHUN DISTRICT
Despite the heavy rains that affected Pujehun district in late
December causing some delays in the advancement of the
project, during January the TCOP team still managed to
monitor the market stall construction at Buusu junction.
The stall is now nearly completed and the communities are filled with a growing excitement as
they cannot wait to see the finished result and take their crafts to sale. As part of the TCOP
team’s monitoring, the community craft representatives were visited to check up on the
products they produced with the tools and materials distributed in December.
The construction of second a market stall also started in Ngeyawamie community.

Community members displaying their crafts

Newly constructed market stall at Busuu Junction
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Second market stall under construction in Ngeyawamie
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TACUGAMA COMMUNITY CENTERED CONSERVATION AND ECOTOURISM
PROGRAMME : PUJEHUN DISTRICT
On the other hand, a
well-known craftsman
Pa Sheku, from
Freetown, has been
recruited by Tacugama.
He has been working
with bamboo, rattan
and cane for the past
35 years. The raw
materials for Pa
Sheku’s new creations
were bought from the
Pujehun communities
Tacugama supports
through this project as
a way of alternative
livelihood support.
Crafts made from local materials for sale at Tacugama’s shop

MOBONDA COMMUNITY CONSERVATION PROJECT (MCCP), MOYAMBA DISTRICT:
THE SORBENGI OYSTER PROJECT
The Sorbengi Women’s Oyster Group was founded by Tacugama in
2018 and aims to teach the residents about sustainable ways to
harvest oysters, so they are not destroying the environment and
nature around them. This initiative purposefully targeted women
oyster harvesters as a form of woman empowerment in the area. The group now boasts a total
of 40 harvesters, 34 of which are women!

The TCOP team was planning a trip to Sorbengi at the end of January, to monitor the harvesting
and processing of oysters by the Oyster Group and deliver a two-day workshop on ecotourism, mangrove protection and sustainable oyster harvesting.
Unfortunately, the proposed activities for the Sorbengi community were put on hold as a result
of two weeks inter-district lockdown in Sierra Leone restricting movements in and out of the
city. This initiative came in response to the high rate of COVID-19 infections within the
Western Area. Hopefully after 14 days the lockdown will finish, and the team will resume their
activities in the area.
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LOMA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK (LMNP):
KOINADUGU AND FALABA DISTRICTS
We are excited to launch a new project with Turing Foundation, a Dutch
charitable organization that supports projects related to nature, education,
art and leprosy. With their support we aim to plant 70,000 trees in
collaboration with the 21 communities around the LMNP. This is a great
initiative as it not only enables Tacugama to engage with tree
planting – a core element of conservation and habitat
restoration – but will also boost the protection of the LMNP.
The main objectives of this project are:
•

•

•
•
•

Plant 70,000 trees (35,000/year) with the 21 communities,
whereby community members with collect and nurse the
seedlings prior to planting them at the beginning of the rainy
season;
Strengthen community-based conservation through alternative
livelihood initiatives and job creation opportunities by hiring
and training 7 new community eco-guards;
Monitor biodiversity conservation and improve the
connectivity of the native forests and woodlands;
Implement new behavioral changes that help the fight against
climate change;
Bring in societal benefits (especially income) resulting
from improved ecosystem health.

Local tree species - babu kola collected by eco-guards

WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL PARK (WAPNP) PATROLLING EFFORTS
Tacugama has 7 eco-guards (3 Tacugama staff and 4 guards from the National Protected Area
Authority of Sierra Leone) who conduct daily patrols around the zone of the WAPNP close to
the Sanctuary, to ensure the area remains protected and free from illegal poaching activities.

WAPNP patrol guards
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WESTERN AREA PENINSULA NATIONAL PARK (WAPNP) PATROLLING EFFORTS
During January, the amount of illegal human activity in the area appeared to diminish. On the
other hand, sightings of animals were plenty. The rangers mainly recorded signs of Campbell’s
monkeys (29%), Maxwell’s duikers (19%) and brush-tailed porcupines (10%). The different
types of wildlife signs the rangers look out for are: footprints, feeding remains, vocalizations,
dens, nests, dung, trails and direct observations.
Although infrequent,
when walking through
the forest silently and in
camouflaged clothes our
guards are often
fortunate enough to
directly observe some of
the animals living in the
park. This month they
spotted a couple of
members of the Bovidae
family, the bushbuck and
the Maxwell’s duiker.
Also during January, the
team set up 6 camera
traps around the
Sanctuary due for
collection in February.

Legend

Locations of camera traps placed around the Sanctuary during January

TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (T-KEEP)
Schools re-opened from
the Christmas break early
this month and T-KEEP
visited five schools to
interview the 44 kids who
are part of Tacugama’s
Mudslide Support
Program. The interviews
were planned to assess the
young students’ academic
performances in order to
hand out this year’s
support.
Noah Conteh interviewing scholarship recipients
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TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (T-KEEP)
On January 25th, Tacugama provided 44 kids with their school fees and 51 kids received
uniforms, bags and shoes. The ceremony was held by the Head woman of Regent Village,
Eleanora Metzger.

Headwoman presenting Saio Elementary
kids with scholarships and school materials

Logos Experimental beneficiaries with TCS
Director, Headwoman and Headteacher

Pupils of Gods Army Primary School

R. E. C. Primary School kids presented
with scholarships and supplies
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Madam Eleanora presenting Church of Christ kids
with scholarships and school items
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MEDIA AND PUBLICATIONS

Ethel Sillah live on Star TV addressing the closure of the Sanctuary

In January, Tacugama was featured live on the Good Morning Show on Star Television (channel
21) where the team had the opportunity to advocate and talk about the closure of the
Sanctuary, as well as informing the community about the biosecurity measures and safety
COVID-19 protocols inside Tacugama.

Newspaper article on Mama Posseh and her work at Tacugama

An article about Mama Posseh’s passion and dedication
as a caregiver in the Quarantine Section at Tacugama was
published in several newspapers. Likewise, the support
provided by Tacugama through scholarships to young
school children was also featured as articles – a positive
story for the country.
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The scholarships awarded by Tacugama
also made the news
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SANCTUARY AND ECOTOURISM
During January, the daily guided sanctuary tours welcomed 143 visitors. Amongst the visitors
were several famous Sierra Leonean celebrities: Miss Europe 2020 Lara Jalloh, who hails from
Sierra Leone, joined our guardianship program by sponsoring Fifo. Sierra Leone’s famous
football stars Kei Kamara and Mustapha Dumbuya and their families also came to enjoy the
Sanctuary. Another famous face who paid a visit to the sanctuary was Drizilik, a well-known
Sierra Leone musician of the Shukubly fame.

c

Miss Europe 2020 visited the sanctuary during January

Furthermore, a
great harvest of
kale, lettuce,
sweet pepper,
runner beans,
tomatoes and hot
pepper were
nursed at the
greenhouses.

Kei Kamara and family

Mustapha Dumbuya and family

Both Kei Kamara
and Drizilik
purchased copies
of Tacugama’s
King Bruno book.
The month of
January also
featured a Birds &
Breakfast session
on the 30th with 4
participants.
Tacugama’s King Bruno book
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Sierra Leonean singer, Drizilik
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ARRIVALS UPDATE
LEO (Male, 4yo): After his first health check, the vet team is still worried about Leo’s
intermittent dry cough, however his condition has improved, his Tuberculosis tests (Skin test)
was negative, and he has been gaining weight and confidence. Even though his blood test
showed unremarkable results, he has been under antibiotics, expectorants and
multivitamins (including vitamin C) in order to control any type of microorganism that can be
causing this condition. He also had his first course of deworming.

In the meantime, he continues isolated
from the other chimps, interacting only
with his caregiver, Esther, who normally
spends a lot of time with him grooming
and playing. Leo is waiting for his next
health check where a chest x-ray will be
performed with the aim of ruling out not
only Tuberculosis, but also other
respiratory conditions such as chronic
bronchitis.
What is next for Leo: Second health
check, chest x-ray, 2nd blood test
analysis, tetanus vaccine, zien Nielsen
stain for mycobacterium in the stool,
biometrics, deworming, stool test, urine
test and depending on the results, further
introduction to Brown.
Young infant, Leo

BROWN (Male, 3yo): Physical condition upon arrival: infected wounds in the hips, complete
infected open fracture of the finger and several scars in the body – it was obvious that
Brown was being maltreated in his previous captive place. The team was able to confirm
this, as Brown’s results from his psychological evaluation revealed that he is an extremely
traumatized chimp who is overly scared of humans and does not trust any person at all.
Unfortunately, most of the chimps arrive in such conditions, which is why it is important for
them to gain their confidence so they can embrace a quiet and calm life at the Sanctuary.
Brown started with a new treatment we have empirically called “passive approach”,
whereby a staff member spends a few hours just sitting around with Brown. After a few
weeks we can see how Brown went from screaming and being stressed by human presence,
to accepting it and acting in a very calm way. Although he is not yet letting anyone touch or
groom him, he accepts food and is beginning to tolerate human presence in a positive
manner.
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ARRIVALS UPDATE
Therefore, due to his infected open
fracture in the finger and possible
osteomyelitis, Brown continues under
antibiotics. Likewise, as a booster for his
immunity, he is receiving multivitamins and
had his first course of deworming
medicines.

Brown is slowly beginning to tolerate humans

What is next for Brown: Second health
check, chest x ray, 2nd blood test, tetanus
vaccine, zien Nielsen stain for
mycobacterium in the stool, biometrics,
deworming, stool test, urine test,
treponema test, continue the daily
“passive approximation therapy” and
depending on the results further
introduction to Leo.

MEDICAL CASES
JACKSON (Male, 6 yo): Around January 16th, Jackson, from Zack’s group, and one of the most
loving chimps at Tacugama, started to show neurological symptoms, compatible with the
syndrome that has affected the Sanctuary chimps for more than a decade. His critical
condition was followed by seizures, ataxia, incoordination and lack of fine movements, also
dullness and quietness. Jackson was isolated immediately and started a symptomatic
therapy including fluids (Ringer Lactate + oral rehydration salts), anticonvulsivants
(Benzodiazepines), antinflamatories (SNAID), thiamine (Vit B1), tocopherols (Vit E),
probiotoics and antibiotics, as well as a nutritional diet.
Lots of tests were done to Jackson,
including a few hematology and
biochemistry evaluations. As an
important tool for the diagnosis,
the team was able to do - for the
very first time in Sierra Leone – a
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). An MRI is a type of scan that
uses strong magnetic fields and
radio waves to produce detailed
images of the inside of the body.
Jackson receiving an MRI scan
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MEDICAL CASES

The results of Jackson’s MRI reveal damage in his cerebellum

In this case we were able to get immediate images of Jackson’s brain. Unfortunately, the
images showed a lesion in his cerebellum (Latin for “little brain”) – a major structure of the
hindbrain that is located near the brainstem. This part of the brain is responsible for
coordinating voluntary movements. It is also responsible for a number of functions including
motor skills such as balance, coordination, and posture.
The team is still looking for the cause of this lesion, but Jackson is slowly recovering and is
under total monitoring, spending lots of time with Mama P and the vet team who check him
and his motor skills daily. Likewise, strict monitoring systems have been put in place for the
rest of the chimps.

NURSERY
The appearance of conditions related to overpopulation has lately become a common pattern
in the Tacugama nursery, as the enclosure is not big enough to hold 24 energetic baby chimps.
On top of the current dermatomycosis outbreak that has been controlled for a few months,
some of the chimps started presenting watery diarrhea. As such, the vet team conducted stool
tests that revealed a high abundance of different types of parasites including: (1) Ameobas
(Entamoeba sp), - the causative agent of invasive amebiasis that can result in hemorrhagic
dysentery, liver abscesses and other extra intestinal pathologies; (2) Balantidium coli – a
protozoan infection that often remains asymptomatic in captive great apes. However, with
stress and a low immune system, clinical balantidiasis can develop with a variety of symptoms
ranging from mild diarrheas to lethal dysentery; and (3) Blastocystis – one of the most
common unicellular parasites found in fecal samples of both humans and animals. Its
pathogenicity is rather controversial as some authors describe the blastocystis as having the
potential to become pathogenic in immuno-depressed hosts.
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NURSERY
All the chimpanzees received a complete deworming protocol. The
protocol was designed to cover the parasites mentioned previously.

Similarly, the staff that normally interacts with the
babies also received the same treatment. After a few
days, the watery diarrhea stopped and the baby chimps
continued receiving probiotics in order to improve their
digestion and growth of “good intestinal fauna”.

Blastocysts under microscope

On the other hand, in order to promote the wellbeing
of the baby chimps we have been distributing extra
enrichment items to them, as well as multivitamins to
boost their immune system. Equally, the Pan African
Sanctuary Alliance (PASA) is supporting these wellbeing
efforts through financial support by creating a Go Fund
Me campaign, to assist us in sourcing the funding
needed to extend the nursery enclosure size and thus
provide the group with more space, trees, climbing
structures, games, ropes, etc.

Go Fund Me link:
https://charity.gofundme.co
m/o/en/campaign/expandtacugamas-chimp-nursery

Young Julius is one of the chimps who will most
benefit from the construction of the extended
nursery. He only has one arm so the added climbing
structures will greatly facilitate his movement.

ABU (Male, 15 yo) & CHOTA (Male, 18 yo): Two of the big males and best friends in Jazzy’s
group, Abu and Chota, had a serious fight that resulted in major injuries in Chota’s left hand
and Abu’s head. However, it is key to know that fights are usually common in every community
of chimps (wild and captive) as a way of resolving problems and establishing hierarchies. In the
Sanctuary we understand the importance of recognizing the cause of such aggressions and only
intervening when necessary, to avoid disturbing the group’s structure. As such, the
chimpanzees are extremely strong and resilient to pain and their wounds tend to recover easily
and quickly. In this case only 3 days of painkillers and wound cleaning were necessary for a
successful recovery. Now the two friends are back together and enjoying the forest as usual.
Injury on
Chota’s
left hand
post-fight
with Abu
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Abu and Chota
reconciliating after a
precautionary few
days apart
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ENRICHMENT
We all have different ways of seeing life and dealing with the
challenges that comes with it – this is a fact that is confirmed
every time we do enrichment for Tacugama’s resident
chimpanzees. For example, this month the chimps received
plastic bottles filled with onions, carrot slices and guava juice.
Some of them chose to quickly gulp down the juice then
afterwards turn their attention to the solid mixture. Whilst
others preferred to take their time enjoying the taste of the
Jean was anxious to get to the contents
guava juice and eat the mixture in between sips.
of the bottle, she smashed it instantly
Enrichment provides the opportunity for chimps to enjoy a variety of flavors beyond the ones
they receive in their fixed nutritious diet, while simultaneously discovering new colors, smells,
shapes and textures.
To provide enrichment items with a variety of
characteristics as mentioned above, we can place
different ingredients inside each other. For instance,
potato leaves can be hidden inside recycled boxes; seeds
can be placed inside leaves – this month we used palm oil
seeds that were collected directly from the native palms,
a food source frequently consumed by wild chimps.
Hiding food items increases the difficulty of the
enrichment, thus keeping the chimps occupied in a
positive behavioural activity for longer.
Other ingredients used for enrichment were sunflower
seeds (rich in omegas 6 and 3), wholegrain cereal (good
for intestinal health), organic peanuts (a great source of
protein), among many others.
Containers with different shapes filled with
potatoes leaves and palm oil seeds.

Tacugama’s enrichment program aims to keep the
chimps active and mentally healthy. Therefore we
also ensure the enclosures and night dens have
elements that stimulate further physical activities
which can incite play. During January the team
hanged tires that simulate swings to promote the
individuals’ brachiation and climbing skills.
Solo Jr having fun in his new hanging wheel
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CHIMPANZEES NUTRITION SUMMARY

JANUARY TCS NUTRITION SUMMARY CHART
(n=99) +/- 3% error
Watermelon(kg)
Sugar cane(kg)
Potato Leaves(kg)
Potato(kg)
Pinneaple(kg)
Paw Paw(kg)
Orange(kg)
Onion(kg)
Milk (L)
Jibblux(kg)
Grapefruit(kg)
Ginger tea (L)
Eggs (units)
Cucumber(kg)
Coconut (kg)
Carrots (kg)
Cabbage (kg)
Bulgur (kg)
Bread + PB (units)
Banana (kg)

934,5
60
336,6
1567
592,5
165
15
112,5
586,5
82,5
270
68,2
277
110,3
149,6
60
90
565,7
467
817

Summary of the amount of food given to the 99 resident chimpanzees during January

BCS

Underweight

Score

Malnourished

1/5

Caesar

M Nursery

Underweight

2/5

Molly

F

A group

Ideal

3/5

Winnie

F

A group

Overweight

4/5

Obese

5

Overweight
Young Bruno

M New C

Salva

M Gorilla

Nyanda

F

Old C

Miga

F

Gorilla

Marion

F

High Sec

Josephine

F

Old C

Jean

F

Nursery

Gabie

F

New C

The score, out of 5, for each type of body condition (BC)

TCS BODY CONDITION
(n=99)
Malnourished
Underweight
Ideal
Overweight
Obese

0
3
88
8
0

Breakdown of the body condition scores of the 99
chimpanzees
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The chimpanzees with a non-ideal body score, i.e.
Underweight (BCS = 2/5) and Overweight (BCS = 4/5)
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STAFF AND CAPACITY BUILDING
The team welcomed two new members: Esther Mocoa, a 22-year-old Sierra
Leonean originally from Pujehun district, and Ibrahim Koroma, a 26-year-old
Sierra Leonean from Tonkolili district – they both joined Mama P’s team. Ibrahim is focusing on
the care of the 24 orphans in the nursery group and Esther is in charge of the new arrivals
inside the quarantine.
In January we conducted a series of staff training sessions: (1) Mystery disease training – In
light of Jackson falling ill and presenting signs of the syndrome that has affected the Sanctuary
chimps for over a decade, the vet team engaged the staff with a presentation about the signs
and symptoms of the disease, its possible causes and what each department at the Sanctuary
can do to reduce its manifestation in the chimps. In fact, a team of Tacugama vets and biologists
from Wisconsin University recently released a paper on the subject in the journal Nature
Communications (https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-21012-x). A summary of the paper is
also available to read online on the New York Times website
(https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/03/science/chimpanzees-fatal-bacteria.html).
(2) The importance of mangroves - In preparation for an upcoming trip to Sorbengi in
Moyamba District, the outreach team practised a presentation about "The Importance of
Mangroves" destined for the Sorbengi Women's Oyster Group. This was a good opportunity for
the Tacugama camp staff to broaden their knowledge on mangroves - one of the most
important plants fighting climate change! The goal is to deliver the presentation to the Sorbengi
women, so they understand the need to harvest oysters without destroying the mangroves.
(3) Bio-security protocol refresher training – As the Sanctuary closed for visitors during the first
two weeks of January, due to the rise in COVID-19 cases in Sierra Leone, upon reopening
halfway through the month, the vet and management teams conducted a refresher bio-security
training for all Tacugama Staff. This included the importance of wearing a mask and enforcing
such notion in visitors, hand-washing, social distancing, etc.
(4) Mohamed and Ibrahim, some of the care givers for Mortes group, Zack’s group and Tom’s
group, received a short training in medicine presentation and preparation. They learnt the
difference between syrups, tablets, capsules, among others, how to differentiate between a
quarter, half, and full tablets, as well as milliliters and milligrams.

Presentation on the mystery disease
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Training on medicine presentation and preparation
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DONATIONS
In January we received unfailing support from many amazing people and organizations: the
Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology helped with financial support towards
the care of the chimpanzees and two big boxes full of supplies (gloves, masks, special
containers, scales, among others). As well, MSF - Belgium (Medicins sans frontiers Belgium)
donated 412 cans of therapeutic milk F100 for the baby chimps. Many thanks also to Dr.
Carles Juan Salles from Noah’s Path for giving us a financial donation towards the operations
of the Sanctuary. On behalf of the chimps, thank you for believing in us!

UPCOMING EVENTS
We are happy to host two
exciting upcoming events
during February:
The Yoga Fest on the 20th
and 21st of February – a
weekend of Yoga including
yoga classes, a guided
forest walk, a sanctuary
tour as well as an
overnight eco-lodge stay
and meals.

We will hold a Yoga Fest on the 20th and 21st of February

Birds & Breakfast on the
27th February – an early
morning birdwatching
tour on the last Saturday
of February including tea,
coffee and biscuits pretour, and a nutritious and
tasty breakfast post-tour.

Reservations for both events can be done by emailing info@tacugama.com or
phoning +232 (0) 31 777 777 or +232 (0) 31 777 790.
Both events will run baring in mind safety measures for the coronavirus.
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FUNDRAISING & SUPPORT
During the first couple of weeks
of January, Tacugama closed its
doors to the public – again - due
to the increasing numbers of
COVID-19 in Sierra Leone.
Nevertheless, now we are once
again open to anyone who
wishes to take a sanctuary tour,
a jungle hike or even stay at one
of our peaceful eco-lodges.
However, if you are unable to
pay us a visit, you can still
support us!

One of many beautiful illustrations in our King Bruno book

How can you help?

Purchase the new edition of Tacugama’s very own “King Bruno” book
written by Paul Glynn. This book tells the amazing story of chimpanzee Bruno, who
led the big escape in April 2006 during which 31 chimpanzees managed to flee the sanctuary
and disappear into the forest. For each book purchased, you are directly supporting our
Environmental Education Program by assisting in the production of one workbook, which
we’ll be able to give free of charge to less advantaged kids in rural schools.
King Bruno books
are available to
purchase from the
shop at Tacugama,
Atlantic Lumley
Hotel (Freetown),
Lungi Airport (Sierra
Leone), or online
from Ebay or
Amazon.
Paul Glynn, writer of the King Bruno book

Become a Chimpanzee Guardian to one of 13 ambassador chimpanzees through
our website at www.tacugama.com.

Make a donation of any kind – every

little helps! – through our website

www.tacugama.com.

Thank you for your generous support!
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